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A. Match the Phrasal Verbs to their meanings.

hit it off

argue

stop
communicating

get along

lose touch

end a
relationship
fall out

gradually
become less
friendly

drift apart

like somebody
immediately

have a good
relationship with
somebody

split up
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keep in
touch

meet somebody
accidentally

continue to
communicate

bump into
somebody

meet up

stay with one
partner and have
a family

reject

open up

settle down

express my
feelings

meet

turn down
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B. Discuss the following with your partner.

Did you and your
Do you get along
partner hit it off right with your partner’s
away?
parents?
What are the reasons What will you do if
some couples drift
you bump into your
apart?
ex with his/her new
girlfriend/boyfriend?
What are the reasons Do you keep in touch
people do not open with your exes?
up nowadays? Does
this affect the
relationship?
Is there a certain age
when people should
settle down and have
a family?
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What do you usually
fall out over with
your
boyfriend/girlfriend?
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C. Complete with the right form of the Phrasal Verbs above.
1. Mathew is so easy to talk to. I have never

to anyone like I do to him.

2. I took Jasmine to dinner and we totally

. We have so much in

common.
3. Although my cousin and I were close, we

when he moved to Australia.

4. Sarah and her younger sister do not

, so I doubt if they can

share a room.
5. I

Sam in the corridor but he pretended he didn’t see me.

6. I am free at the weekend. Let’s

and go for lunch.

7. I don’t see my friends from university very often but we

via

facebook.
8. It was only when Michael met Kate that he decided to

and have a family.

9. My husband was offered a good job in China but we’ve just moved to London and
therefore he

it

10. My sister and I used to

.
a lot when we were younger but now we

are inseparable.

D. Complete the sentences in a way that they make sense.
1. We moved in together after

.

2. My boyfriend and I drifted apart mainly because

.

3.

and therefore we decided to split up.

4. My partner and I fall out over
5.

.
,so we lost touch.

6. Men decide to settle down after
7.
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.
,so I don’t think they hit it off.
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